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Minutes of Client Meeting 06– 22/02/2013 
 

DATE Friday 22nd February 2013 
TIME 14:30 - 15:30 
VENUE School of Information Systems MR 4-4 
ATTENDEES 1. Lee Yan Ting (Alvin) 

2. Leow Chun Tat 
3. Gan Jun  
4. Adrian Lee 
5. Celine Leong 
6. Tay Wen Bin 

Absent with 
apologies 

 

  
AGENDA 1. Review Project Objective 

2. Review Midterm Presentation 
 

1) Discussion 
 
S/N Main points/ Discussions/ Decisions Assigned Tasks 

 
1.0 Review Project Objective 
 
1.1 LARC would like to produce startups 
1.2 Once we go commercial, that’s our commercial entity 
1.3 We’re creating a mobile application that is design to collect data about 

people’s behavour. LARC wants to analyze the data to better understand 
consumption behavior (whether between SMU staff or students) 
2nd, LARC will benefit if the project proceeds onto a startup. (it does not have to 
be solely coupon, but it may be extended into study groups etc), proceed to 
work with IIE.  

1.4 But since FYP needs a specific problem, we’re using coupons. What LARC wants 
to do is to retain the framework. This framework can be extended by LARC to 
recommend other things. The generic framework can be used in other contexts. 
That’s why this is considered a proof-of-concept.  
Part of what we’re doing is creating a recommendation framework, but the 
scope of our project is limited to the recommendation of e-coupons.  

1.5 We will be collected actual data in the final UT (actual purchasing data: that is 
what they’re interested) 

 
2.0  Review Midterm presentation 
 
2.1 We are unsure about what Prof. Ben wants (deploy onto an actual store? But 

ours is a proof-of-concept project) 
2.2 Why do we use a BI report? 
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What would be ideal is the breakdown of the coupon usage by gender, age 
groups etc 
Expand the analysis & break down by demographics (drilling up & down) 
-by age group etc.  (charts) 
Using Java by itself is that is requires a lot of coding. But if we use the SpagoBI, 
even though it comes with a server, there is less coding involved since the 
design etc is already pre-configured.  She wants us to code less so that we can 
focus on the business parts 
Benefit: it’s ready made, we can save time by using this to speed the generation 
of reports 
Eg. Pentahoe is great for people who want an end-to-end solution (everything is 
all set up and we don’t have to code anything, we have more control & it may 
not be as heavy)  
SpagoBI (need a server to maintain & that’s why some people find it a 
disbenefit) 

2.3 Is the Basement more than enough? Prof. Kyong feels that it qualifies as the final 
UT.  

2.4 Prof’s expectation of the final app 
2.5 Mobile app that is up & running which is able to recommend coupon & can be 

used as a framework to collect consumption data in a form that can be 
analysed (Structured data in a relational database) 

 
 

2) Next meeting: 
Agenda (Next meeting) 
 Prepare UAT plan and budget, so that our client can give us a budget for it 

 
 

3) Current Status/Next Steps: 
• The meeting was adjourned at 6.30 pm. These minutes will be circulated and 

adopted if there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
• The next meeting is scheduled on 5-Mar-2013. SIS Level 4. 

 
 

Prepared by: Celine Leong Shu Yi 
_____________________________ 
 
Vetted and edited by: Gan Jun 
__________________________ 
 

 
 
 


